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About This Game

In MDRS, you must show all of your skill in secretive drinking in public places.
You will do it in completely different and unexpected places, for example, in a regular park

Or in a cultural place like a theater
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Maybe you want to get drunk on the Red Square

But don't think that everything will be so easy, in each location you will be waiting for absolutely unexpected difficulties, how
many problems you can get from a simple policeman(you don't even know), and I'm not talking about cameras, snipers, living

pictures and other interesting obstacles that you will face on your way.

6 locations, and each with its own gameplay

20 achievements

Vodka, vodka and many more vodka

Favorite Russian stereotypes

Buy it right now, and get an imaginary bottle of vodka as a gift!

Good luck!
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Old but gold, this game is what a Rts should be and with an added no nonsense capture the world campaign, oh I remember
playing this as a kid with a general's hat and proudly pronouncing to my parents that I had captured the world!

need a Re-make in a decent engine, Oh and the modding in this game is deliciously easy and great!. Have You Ever Woundered
What it Would be Like if you Fell in Love with Your very own Gaming Console haha ^^ MC Named He Fell in love with his
Future Gaming console And Became Lovers. He Had little to no money Left so he took Gamble on Betting his Last Dollar on
Ticket and Shockingly he won $10,000 Happy Enough With His money and his Brand new GF They Spent the Night Together. I
gotta say as Funny as this was There were Lewd Parts in it and funny choices as well. I would Recc this to Anyone who wants to
well Fall in Love there Game Console.. There are a few issues, like lack of ultrawide support and a bug where loading times go
from normal to excruciatingly long. However, even with these issues, I've had a ton of fun in the game. If you liked previous
Ace Combat games, you'll like this one; if you didn't, you won't.. The game shows a lot of promise... unfortunately it is not
running very well. Actually it is not running at all...
On ubuntu 14.04 LTS with latest nvidia drivers it is unplayable. The screen locks up the moment I move my mouse (only menu
works). I can alt-tab out and it is responding for a brief second, then locks up again. I tried different drivers, I always have all
latest updates installed.
I was told by the developer to try the game on a different pc with ubuntu installed but having in mind that this is the only game
out of many that I played I think the idea is a bit ridiculous. Ubuntu 14.04 is a distro that is somewhat in the first league as far as
it comes to Linux and from what I can see this game has a very lousy support for Linux os.
Be warned if you are a Linux user - potentialy you are about to buy a product that you will not be able to use at all.. Straight to
the point: Embers of Rage is so huge that it feels like "Tales of Maj'Eyal 2" (or "Tales of Var'Eyal", since this expansion is set in
the world of Var'Eyal). For a modest price, you get a new campaign, three new races, 20 unique zones, 70 artifacts, new
mechanics, some new tunes and much more.

Embers of Rage is a must buy for everyone who enjoyed the base game and also for those who love roguelikes. This is a
masterpiece!

10\/10. Troubleshooter is fun! Anyone familiar with the newer X-Com games will feel immediately at home with its interface
and most of the mechanics. But, instead of the bleak, grimdark future of an apocalyptic alien dystopia, you get the bright neon
colors of a...cyberpunk dystopia. Also, you're a team of freelance government sanctioned super-cops with the stylistic restraint
of mid aughts anime characters. It's bonkers, and amazing.

The hand drawn character art looks fantastic, and perfectly compliments the comic book\/anime style of the setting. The music
is fun, in a sort of Cowboy Bebop vein. And, as someone who plays a lot of tactical RPGs, the UX does exactly what I want it
to, presenting all of the useful information when I need it and otherwise staying out of the way.

There's a lot of mechanical complexity, from equipment to Masteries (handy passive skills) to research to managing the fatigue
of your units and the reputation of your team. All in all, there is a whole lot of very well executed stuff to do. A slight drawback
is that some of the tool tips for the more in depth systems are both needlessly wordy and clunkily translated. Fortunately, most
of the systems are intuitive enough that it isn't hard to piece together what you need to do.

The combat is challenging enough to be rewarding (on Normal difficulty) without being too painful. The variety of weapons and
abilities is solid, and the resource management involved in combat keeps things from getting too easy while still letting you go
all out on any given turn in a satisfying way (kicking an enemy out from cover and having another character in overwatch finish
them off will never not be fun.)

There are a couple of issues with the game, the biggest of which is easily language. The English translation isn't often glaringly
bad, but it's usually a little clunky. Good enough to move the story forward, but it doesn't do an excellent job at conveying any
humor or emotion in a scene. The other problem with the language is that the enemy characters (most of them, anyway) are
street level criminals. The game tries to differentiate them from your team and the civilians in the way they speak and...well, it's
jarring. Look, I know that the super controlling police state in this game is going to make a heel turn eventually, but it's not great
to spend the first few hours as a "heroic" government agent mowing down characters labeled as "thug" and "hoodlum" who refer
to eachother as "dawg" and "G" with extreme prejudice. It's easy to assume this is a localization issue, since the devs aren't
working on the game within the same cultural context I'm playing it in.. Boss Fights are unique, and figuring out what you have
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to do is always difficult and challenge which is rewarding!

However, dying after a boss sends you back into a somewhat distant spawn point (depending on the area). In return making your
trip back to the boss room tedious. It can be frustrating because everything in the game kills you in 1 shot (which you means you
die often).

Gameplay mechanics are very simple and optimal. There is no items or loot of any kind, and no progression whatsoever.. A
great idea, and shows a lot of potential.

  So far it's rather simplistic, but fingers crossed for updates, and even in its current state I would recommend this game at its
current price if you really want to support this idea (As of review date, \u00a32.99). Maybe wait for a sale if you're only
interested in gameplay (Which is fair, I mean you're here for games to play), or who knows, future updates may add more core
gameplay. It's fun visiting familiar places, whizzing around and just playing about. From your home town, to tourist locations, to
tiny islands in the middle of the ocean, there's all sorts of odd places you can visit.

  As for actual gameplay, as I've stated it's rather simplistic. Shoot enemy 'pods', kill enemies and collect energy, spawn your
own 'defence point' when you have enough energy, defend from swarms of enemies while blowing up spawner airships, repeat.
Only two enemy types (rush melee blobs, and larger floating spawner blobs) currently, and then there's the 'pods' that don't
really attack and only spawn enemy melee units when destroyed. Sadly there's no minimap or compass in game currently, so it's
easy to get lost as you explore.

  Still, I have enjoyed this so far and even as just a proof of concept it's rather interesting and worth supporting.
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Very good and well done game relaxing and enjoyable well worth the download.. Good game to play with a group, core
gameplay is more fun than I first expected and there is a decent amount of content with a very unique tutorial that helps you
understand the core mechanics aswell as add some context.
Would recommend buying a few copies to play with friends if this goes on sale as it seems to be a peer to peer based system..
<< EDIT: Have now passed the 300 hour mark in Rebirth, and just now really getting into 'HoL territory', and.. I am STILL
LOVING THIS GAME! >>

I have absolutely fallen for X Rebirth - it's a great game and I'm loving every minute of it. The 4.0 update and this expansion
make a very good thing even better. Three new systems and a whole lot more added here; very much worthwhile.

I've happily seen hundreds of hours fly by in the base game and first expansion alone, and I can already see how very much
more this expansion adds to the galaxy and the game. It seems to me that this expansion pushes Rebirth across the line; achieves
and surpasses that "critical mass" for the galaxy to feel truly Big-Big.

Rebirth gives me just what I've always wanted in a sci-fi game. It has character and wonder and beauty, its has breadth AND
depth. A big vibrant hand-crafted galaxy to explore and admire. A fantastic big beautiful space sandbox to play in. Big but not
generic. Places feel unique and intentional and alive. Rebirth has almost high fantasy undertones; it feels like the setting for a
great book or movie - it feels like a place to build your own stories in, whatever you may want them to be. There is just so much
do. And it's all just plain fun. Great variety of missions, if you want to do missions. Great big galaxy to fly around and explore,
if you want to just gawk. Be a humble trader, or build an economic empire. Be a lone wolf pirate, or become a military force to
be feared. Start small and grow, or start big and take it from there - many different starts available give great incentive to replay
along different paths. What I love about Rebirth is that it's a great big sandbox to play in, full of possibilities - but it has not
been left generic; they have taken the time to craft it into something beautiful. Somewhere worthy of making our own stories.

This is a big expansion that brings a lot to the table and makes a great base game even better. I'll happily take all I can get of
Rebirth and this expansion has a lot to give.. Controls feel great. Quite fun.. This game is decent. It plays and has sprite work
that feel reminiscent of street fighter alpha 3. While it has some differing mechanics it definitely isn't the greatest thing Ive
played. this game does have some nice quirks here and there and in the long run was enjoyable to play. Overall this game is
adequate as far as fighters go but in the long run it's not great.. More easy going match three games, I like them.. A stunning
little Indie Arcade game with nice Pixel graphics in Retro setting

The game itself plays as those old Arkanoid/ Brick Breaker games where we had the bar that we moved left and right to keep
the ball above the screen, this one is slightly fast with tons of mechanics that this game has to offer.

The graphics are done beautifully for the game, any pixel lover will love what they've done here, the game looks good, feels
good and is a pleasure to look at.
There is a funny yet ridiculous lot behind the game, a showdown between Death and the Thief Dracula, the story may not be all
that deep but it plays off well with the game itself.

The game offers several things we don't usually find in these game types, enemies within the levels, boss fights, we don't always
have to break every brick to progress, but instead make a exit large enough to move on, so the game offers quite a few new
things that's pretty neat.

The game has a few small issues, but nothing worth game breaking, as it is this game can be thoroughly enjoyed. getting it on
sale is preferred here though.
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